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Our goal is Zero Harm.

At BlueScope, there is nothing more
important than safety.  This is true
regardless of where we operate in the
world.

While we maintained our safety performance with LTIFR below 1.0 for every million hours worked last year, with safety, there can be no
compromises and we are not complacent.  In particular, we are focused on construction safety as we continue to grow our building
solutions capability.

Across our Company we continue to invest in safety improvements to do everything we can to ensure all our employees and contractors are
able to return home without injury after every shift.

IMPROVING OUR ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT

Steel is an ideal building material in a sustainable world.  Steel can be infinitely recycled, while maintaining its strength and durability. At
BlueScope, we work continuously to improve our environmental footprint and help others to do the same through our products and
solutions.

BlueScope has a record of environmental improvement stretching back decades.

The 2012 year was one of transformation for BlueScope.  We successfully completed a major restructure of our Australian business; we
announced the joint venture of our Building Products businesses in ASEAN and North America with Nippon Steel Sumitomo Metals
Corporation, we are expanding our iron sands exports, investing in our COLORBOND® technology and rapidly expanding our Global
Building Solutions business into new markets.  

The decision to restructure the Australian manufacturing business and close the No. 6 Blast Furnace at the Port Kembla Steelworks,
reduced production by half to 2.6 million tonnes per annum. 

A consequence of this decision has been lower absolute levels of emissions and energy and water consumption, although intensity-based
metrics have increased.  BlueScope will continue to develop initiatives directed at reducing these metrics. 

All BlueScope people work hard to reduce the environmental impact of our operations.  We have an excellent record, for which we are
recognised by Governments, regulators, and communities across the regions where we operate.

The Company has invested more than $600 million since 1995 in environmental projects that improve air quality, energy and greenhouse
efficiency, waste management and reduce water consumption.

SUSTAINABLE STEEL

Sustainability is about more than energy use or carbon dioxide emissions.  How a product is created is important but it is equally important
to consider how that product is used over its life, and how it is disposed of at the end of that life. 

BlueScope believes in the life cycle approach to sustainability.  This means assessing the impact of a product over its entire life, from
cradle-to-grave, including raw material extraction; product manufacture; product use; disposal or recovery at end-of-life; and transport. 

BlueScope is undertaking a Life Cycle Assessment of several products to continue to reduce their environmental impact.

COMMUNITY

Our communities are our homes. BlueScope contributes to the local communities where we operate around the world through collaborative
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partnerships with a focus on shelter, safety, arts and culture, education and disaster relief.

We hope you find this year’s Community, Safety and Environment Report informative.

Paul O’Malley
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Nothing is more important than safety at BlueScope. Our goal is zero harm. This goal is an important driver
for continuous improvement in health and safety performance across BlueScope.

In recognition of the importance of Health, Safety and the Environment, the Board established a Health, Safety and Environment Committee
(HSEC) at the time of the Company’s public listing in 2002. The Company’s Health, Safety and Environment policies are fundamental to the
Company values, as stated in Our Bond. The Board (on recommendation from the HSEC) sets policy to guide management. The HSEC
monitors compliance with Policy and laws and the Health, Safety and Environment performance of the Company.

BlueScope Director Daniel Grollo is the Chairman of the HSEC, taking over from Ron McNeilly in March 2012.
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WE AND OUR CUSTOMERS PROUDLY BRING INSPIRATION, STRENGTH AND COLOUR TO
COMMUNITIES WITH BLUESCOPE STEEL

OUR CUSTOMERS ARE OUR PARTNERS

Our success depends on our customers and suppliers choosing us. Our strength lies in working closely with them to create value and trust,
together with superior products, service and ideas.

OUR PEOPLE ARE OUR STRENGTH

Our success comes from our people. We work in a safe and satisfying environment. We choose to treat each other with trust and respect
and maintain a healthy balance between work and family life. Our experience, teamwork and ability to deliver steel inspired solutions are
our most valued and rewarded strengths.

OUR SHAREHOLDERS ARE OUR FOUNDATIONS

Our success is made possible by the shareholders and lenders who choose to invest in us. In return, we commit to continuing profitability
and growth in value, which together, make us all stronger.

OUR COMMUNITIES ARE OUR HOMES

Our success relies on communities supporting our business and products. In turn, we care for the environment, create wealth, respect local
values and encourage involvement. Our strength is in choosing to do what is right.
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At BlueScope, we know that our success as a company depends on how effectively and responsibly we work
with our employees and the communities in which we operate to meet our health, safety, environment and
community commitments.

The Health, Safety and Environment Committee (HSE Committee) is a Committee of the Board of Directors formed to assist the Board in
fulfilling its oversight governance responsibilities in respect of health, safety and environmental matters.

Due to the importance of health, safety and the environment to BlueScope, all Directors are members of the HSE Committee, which meets
regularly.

BlueScope’s Health, Safety, Environment and Community (HSEC) Policy outlines the Company's goals and our actions to achieve these
goals.

The Policy commits BlueScope to continual improvement in our HSE performance. We aspire to zero harm to our people. We are
committed to the efficient use of resources, reducing and preventing pollution, and product stewardship. We strive to be valued corporate
citizens in our communities and respect the values and cultural heritage of local people.

To meet these commitments, we have put in place management systems and standards. We identify, assess and manage our risks. We set
performance targets, regularly monitor and publicly report on our progress, and seek to comply with relevant industry standards and legal
requirements. We aim to engage with stakeholders to build relationships based on honesty, openness and mutual trust.

BlueScope's HSEC Policy can be viewed at: http://www.bluescopesteel.com/responsibilities/hsec-policy

Our Health, Safety and Environment Management Standards, which include specific performance requirements and auditable criteria, apply
to all our sites and operations and to major activities by contractors under our management.

We conduct a series of audits each year across a wide range of the Company's operations and activities to ensure the Health, Safety and
Environment Management Standards are being applied adequately and effectively, and to verify performance.

Any concerns and complaints related to such matters are recorded as incidents and investigated.
Information about our environmental management systems can be found here.
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Nothing is more important than safety at BlueScope. Across the Company, from our
manufacturing and distribution sites to our administration offices, our focus is on Zero Harm.
The results are very evident - we have now reached a point where we incur less than one
injury resulting in lost time for every million hours worked, and our efforts have lowered the
likelihood of injury across BlueScope’s workforce. Globally, we are recognised as a leader in
the steel industry, and our safety performance is cited as a benchmark.

Our safety beliefs form the basis for achieving our goal of Zero Harm:

Working safely is a condition of employment

Employee involvement is essential

Management is accountable for safety performance

All injuries can be prevented

Training employees to work safely is essential

All operating exposures can be safeguarded

BlueScope’s comprehensive Occupational Health and Safety Management System is mandatory in all our operations. The system focuses
on three basic areas:

Safe and healthy people

Safe systems

A safe and tidy plant

This system protects the health and safety of our employees, customers, contractors, visitors and the public. Safety Management Standards
have been established under this Management System, to which each business is required to demonstrate compliance.

Strong and caring leadership, engaged employees and a robust operating discipline support initiatives in these areas. BlueScope's safety
improvement initiatives have led to a substantial reduction in injuries. We are making good progress overall, with many businesses
reporting noteworthy health and safety results. However, we remain vigilant at all times in pursuing our goal of Zero Harm.

Essential to our health and safety strategy is the continuing development of our leaders, as is the continued implementation of risk
management practices, behavioural health and safety audits, reporting of incidents and near misses, and the identification and prevention
of 'at risk' behaviour and conditions.
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Across the Company, from our manufacturing and distribution sites to our offices, our focus is
on Zero Harm.

The Company’s FY2012 Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) remains below one incident for every million hours worked.  The
Medically Treated Injury Frequency Rate (MTIFR) improved by 10% to 5.7 per million hours worked.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE RECOGNISED

BlueScope’s safety performance is recognised in many of the countries where we operate around the world.  Awards received during
FY2012 include: 

BlueScope Steel Indonesia received the 'Zero Accident Award' from the Minister of Manpower & Transmigration Republic Indonesia.

BlueScope Thailand was awarded the Corporate Social Responsibility Award from the Rayong Governor.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE
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Lysaght Vietnam was named the Best OHS Performance Company in Vietnam by MoLISA.

In Australia, Lysaght won the Improvement Initiative award in the Australian Steel Institute National Health & Safety Excellence Awards;
and Supply Chain & Processing was awarded the Industrial Foundation for Accident Prevention (IFAP) / CGU Platinum Safety Award.

BlueScope Buildings Guangzhou (Butler and Lysaght) attained 2011 Guangzhou City Safety Culture award.

BlueScope Buildings Monterrey received recognition from Federal Labour Dept for Legal Requirements Accomplishments.
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FY2012 Managing Director & CEO Zero Harm Awards
Each year the Managing Director & CEO Zero Harm Awards recognise the achievements of many BlueScope people on our safety journey.

Lowest Company Zero Harm Performance Award:
BlueScope Steel Indonesia.

Most Improved Company Zero Harm Performance Award:
Design, Manufacture & Construct, Australia

Felt Leadership Award:
Matt Field, Site Supervisor BlueScope Buildings Australia
Rich Stuart, Manufacturing Supervisor ASC Profiles, North America

Safety Champion Award:
Tony Pryor, Energy Services, BlueScope Australia & New Zealand

Health & Wellbeing Award:
Fitness Centre Team, North Star BlueScope Steel, North America

Safety Network Award:
Hand Safety Initiative, Steelmaking, BlueScope Australia & New Zealand

Safe People Initiative Award:
SmartRoads program, BlueScope Steel Indonesia

Safe Plant Initiative Award:
Upper Nozzle Test Jig - Steel Treatment Shift 1, Steelmaking, BlueScope Australia & New Zealand

Safe System Initiative Award:
Improving Safety of Personnel Working in Coil Stacks - Mills & Coating, BlueScope Australia & New Zealand

FY2012 MANAGING DIRECTOR & CEO ZERO HARM AWARDS COMMENDATIONS:

Safety Champion:
John Ayoub, Acting Operations Coordinator, BlueScope Lysaght Smithfield, Australia

Health & Wellbeing Award:
Community Garden Project, BlueScope Lysaght Fiji

Safe People Initiative:
New Employee Safety Training, Sullivan Yu and Sophia Wang, BlueScope Steel, Suzhou China

Safe Plant Initiative:
Elimination of Hazards When Off-Bearing Facility Plasma Units - Ben Foshee and Jeff Rogers, BlueScope Buildings Rainsville, North
America

Safe System Initiative:
Project Simplify – Tom Begic, Mills & Coating, BlueScope Australia & New Zealand

HEALTH & SAFETY INITIATIVES
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MAKING TRUCKS SAFER

BlueScope Distribution, working with transport company Metropolitan Express, has developed the first ever Fall Prevention Safety System
trailer.  The result of two years research and testing, the trailer will help eliminate safety risks associated with loading and unloading
delivery trucks.

The trailer’s main safety feature is the built-in hand rail on each side.  Combined with the headboard and tailboard of the trailer, the hand
rails provide a protective barrier should a driver slip whilst up on a load removing or applying restraint.  The rails move up and down
pneumatically when required to enable loading and unloading from the sides of the trailer.

In addition, the automated tarping system removes the manual handling risks associated with handling tarps on the back of trucks, and
reduces the time taken to load and unload products.  This is particularly beneficial when working with products that may be damaged by
bad weather. 

The trailer also has four rows of rails down its length which improves the overall load safety.

Other safety features which help make the trailer safe for drivers, customers and the public include side underrun protection, a self
regulating tyre system, reversing sensors with autobraking, and stability control.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS TAKE THE SMART ROAD

Under the SmartRoads – road safety for our communities – program, BlueScope employees
are trained as SmartRoads ambassadors to educate young people about safer practices on
the roads. Having already reached elementary, junior and high school students in Indonesia,
the SmartRoads road safety program is now spreading its message to university students.
BlueScope’s SmartRoads ambassadors have led road safety sessions for students of Institut
Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember in Surabaya, East Java.

The students were very enthusiastic about the program, and expressed their hope that the
SmartRoads safety message would support the local government’s efforts to reduce road
accidents.

INDONESIA HAS A HIGH ROAD TOLL, WITH YOUNG PEOPLE BETWEEN THE
AGES OF 16 AND 30 INVOLVED IN MORE THAN 60% OF TRAFFIC
ACCIDENTS. AS AT MARCH 2012, SURABAYA HAD THE SECOND HIGHEST
NUMBER OF ROAD ACCIDENTS IN INDONESIA.
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RAW STEEL PRODUCTION (Million tonnes) In August 2011, BlueScope announced it
was restructuring its Australian operations
and would largely exit the Australian export
business.

Key features of the restructure included:

Shut-down of No.6 Blast Furnace at Port Kembla, with annual production reduced to 2.6 million tonnes.

Closure of No. 4 Coke Ovens Battery, No. 3 Basic Oxygen Steelmaking (BOS) furnace and No. 1 slab caster.

Closure of the Hot Strip Mill and mothballing of Metal Coating Line No.5 at Western Port.

The technically complex decommissioning work was conducted safely and successfully, and without any significant environmental impact.
The effect of the closures on the Company's environment footprint has been profound and is evident throughout this report. Absolute levels
of environmental impact such as emissions, and energy and water consumption have been reduced, while intensity based metrics have
increased. Bluescope will continue to develop initiatives directed at reducing these metrics.

THE REPORTING PERIOD OF THIS COMMUNITY, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT REPORT SPANS THE TRANSITION TO
2.6 MILLION TONNES ANNUAL STEEL PRODUCTION. A FULL PICTURE OF BLUESCOPE’S ENVIRONMENTAL
FOOTPRINT AT REDUCED PRODUCTION LEVELS WILL BE SEEN IN THE 2013 COMMUNITY, SAFETY,
ENVIRONMENT REPORT.

We will achieve improvements in our environment footprint through:

Fostering and promoting a continuous improvement culture
Capital investment to maintain and improve our equipment and facilities

Robust systems to manage our responsibilities

Even in difficult economic times, our commitment to caring for the environment remains strong and the performance of a number of
BlueScope sites has been recognised by external bodies:

Many BlueScope Steel sites maintain ISO 14001 certification.

CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO
IMPROVED ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE, THROUGH
CHALLENGING TIMES
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Continued membership of the World Steel Association Climate Action program, as participants in the worldsteel CO2 data collection
program.

Cilegon, Indonesia received award for plant with cleanest environment

Kapar, Malaysia shortlisted for Federation of Malaysia Manufacturers Manufacturing Excellence Award.

New Zealand Steel finalist in the Ministry of the Environment's Green Ribbon Awards.

Map Ta Phut, Thailand received an Excellent Environmental Management Award presented by the Industrial Environmental Authority of
Thailand.

We manage our environmental risks and impacts through the use of a framework we call LAWWNE, which seeks to:

Reduce our environmental impact on Land, Air, and Water
Reduce generation of Waste and Noise
Minimise our use of Energy and the generation of greenhouse gas emissions

Through the use of this framework we also seek to conserve scarce resources by reusing and recycling material.

We are committed to monitoring and publicly reporting on our progress through our participation in independent external reporting
initiatives, such as Australian National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting and the National Pollutant Inventory, and through initiatives such
as this Community, Safety and Environment Report.

This Report provides comprehensive information about BlueScope Steel and the environment, including governance and policy
arrangements, and performance measures. The Report is structured around our LAWWNE framework.
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Environmental Management is a serious issue at BlueScope. Our communities are our homes
and our health, safety, environment and community responsibilities are integral to the way we
do business. We value our environmental permits and licenses to operate as contracts with
the community that enable us to manufacture steel products.

All of BlueScope’s sites and business have Environment Management Systems, consistent with the corporate framework, which you can
read about here.

FOSTERING AND PROMOTING A CULTURE OF CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT

BlueScope's environmental objectives go beyond compliance. Our aim is that our environmental performance will exceed government
imposed requirements.

We have a record of environmental improvement stretching back many years. All of our operations have been involved in working to
improve our environmental performance.

BlueScope has developed a suite of targets for the environment which are designed to drive long term improvement in the Company’s
environmental performance and have been fully integrated into BlueScope's business planning processes. All of our businesses have been
charged with setting their own short and medium term environmental objectives as part of their business planning processes.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT TO MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE OUR EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

Steelmaking is a capital intensive process, with continued reinvestment required to ensure that assets remain efficient, competitive and
productive. BlueScope also makes a significant financial investment to improve our environmental performance. We have invested more
than $600 million in environmental improvements in the last 20 years, and continue to spend around $50 million per year on operation and
maintenance of pollution control equipment.

Read more about BlueScope’s most recent environmental investments here.

LEGISLATIVE COMPLIANCE

In FY2012, BlueScope notified relevant Australian authorities of 33 incidents resulting in
statutory non-compliances with environmental licensing requirements. During the period,
there were no serious environmental incidents, and the major restructuring of the Australian
operations was completed successfully.

Only one incident resulted in a penalty.  An air discharge incident occurred at the Port
Kembla Basic Oxygen Steelmaking (BOS) plant in February 2012 resulting in two fines of
$1500 each, issued in March 2012.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AT
BLUESCOPE STEEL
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Over the last five years the number of statutory non-compliances has been reduced by over
fifty percent. 
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ENVIRONMENT AT BLUESCOPE IS MANAGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH A SYSTEM OF COMPONENTS
THAT ARE ALIGNED TO ASSIST BLUESCOPE ACHIEVE AND DEMONSTRATE SOUND
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE. EMPLOYEES PLAY A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN IMPLEMENTING
THE SYSTEM.

OUR BOND

Our Bond reminds us that our strength lies in "choosing to do what is right". Our success relies on communities supporting our business
and products. In turn, we care for the environment, create wealth, respect local values and encourage involvement.

HSEC POLICY

BlueScope’s HSEC Policy states:

“We care for the environment. We are committed to the efficient use of resources, preventing pollution, and reducing the environmental
impact of our operations and products.“

To meet our HSEC commitments, we will:

Clearly define responsibilities and accountabilities

Set measurable objectives and targets

Use internal and external expertise as required

Regularly monitor and report publicly on our progress

Develop, implement and maintain management standards and systems

Comply with legal requirements, relevant industry standards, and the intent of this policy

Identify, assess and manage our HSEC risks

Provide appropriate HSEC training to all our employees

Disseminate HSEC information to our employees, contractors and visitors to our workplaces

Consult and engage our stakeholders to facilitate shared responsibility for meeting the goals of our HSEC Policy

ENVIRONMENT PRINCIPLES

At BlueScope Steel, we will take action within our businesses and work with our partners to continually improve our environmental footprint.
The framework for this commitment is detailed in the Environment Principles. These Principles also incorporate a set of expectations that
describe what each site, manager and employee will do.

Our Environment Principles are:

Environmental performance and improvement is a management responsibility.

A ll employees must adhere to environmental policies and procedures.

Report, investigate and correct all environmental incidents.

Training all employees to raise awareness is essential.

Honest, open, and timely communication is essential.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
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We care for our EARTH.

ENVIRONMENT STANDARDS

The BlueScope Steel Environment Standards provide the framework for the development, implementation and maintenance of Environment
Management Systems across the Company and support the implementation of Our Bond, HSEC Policy and Environment Principles. They
are consistent with the requirements of the International Environment Management System Standard, ISO 14001:2004.

There are 12 Environment Standards covering requirements such as leadership, risk management, legal compliance, emergency
management, training, communication, incident management and performance measurement. 

COMPANY-WIDE PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES

Company-wide Environment Procedures and Guidelines have been developed to provide additional detail and assist different areas of the
Company to manage their environmental performance and encourage a consistent approach.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

Each Business, Business Unit and Department has its own set of operational procedures. Incorporated into these procedures are
environmental requirements relevant to the particular processes for that part of the business.

ISO 14001 CERTIFICATION

Many of BlueScope Steel's operating facilities maintain certification to ISO 14001, including the Port Kembla Steelworks, New Zealand
Steel, North Star BlueScope Steel, Western Port, Springhill and most within Asia. This certification provides additional assurance that the
Environment Management System continues to be suitable, adequate and effective.
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Over the past 20 years, BlueScope Steel has made significant investments in a range of environmental improvement initiatives. In excess
of half a billion dollars has been invested in projects during the period and these initiatives are aligned and support the improvement targets
within BlueScope's environmental risk framework.

Appropriately, a large proportion of these initiatives have targeted and achieved significant improvements in dust and air emissions from our
major steel producing facilities across the world. Major capital investments in the areas of waste gas cleaning and processing, particulate
removal, and fugitive dust emissions have contributed to improving the air quality in the communities in which we operate.

Equally, significant investments in process improvements have realised energy and greenhouse gas reductions and improved process
security and stability.

Recognising the critical importance of water conservation in many of the countries in which we operate, major investments have been made
in establishing alternative recycled water sources for our major operations. Similarly investments in improving water quality and the
development of systems for ecological protection in water courses have been substantial.

Investments to reduce waste and by-products have resulted in significant improvements in waste minimisation, reducing wastes to landfill.
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Proper land management is an important
part of BlueScope’s licence to operate and
a key guiding principle in Our Bond which
recognises that our communities are our
homes. Under our stewardship, we aim to
improve our working and living
environment by reducing the environmental
impact of our operations and addressing
legacy issues.

BlueScope has a total of 184 manufacturing, processing and distribution sites, as shown in the table below. Small sites are used for product
storage through to cold metal forming operations and are often leased. Medium sites include metal coating and painting lines and mining
operations. Large sites include steelmaking and hot rolling operations.

Country Small Medium Large

Australia 119 4 1

Brunei 1   

China 7 1  

Fiji 1   

India 3 1  

Indonesia 4 1  

Malaysia 4 1  

Mexico 1   

New Caledonia 1   

New Zealand  2 1

Singapore 1   

Sri Lanka 1   

Thailand 3 1  

USA 17 3 1

Vanuatu 1   

Vietnam 2 1  

Total 166 15 3

 

Land contamination occurs when chemical substances are introduced in the soil and ground water at levels which have the potential to
cause adverse effects to human health and the environment. BlueScope manages ongoing operations to prevent new land contamination,
while continuing to identify, understand and manage legacy issues. 

PROTECTED AREAS

Some of BlueScope's facilities are located on or adjacent to areas which may be rich in biodiversity or have cultural significance. BlueScope
proactively participates in the ongoing management and protection of these areas through a variety of programs as outlined below.

Country Site Area

Australia Port Kembla Steelworks Tom Thumb Lagoon

Green and Golden Bell Frog Ponds

LAND MANAGEMENT
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 Dapto Remnant Indigenous Forest

Western Port Western Port Wetlands

UNESCO Biosphere Reserve

New Zealand Waikato North Head Ironsand Mine Maori Burial Sites

Waikato River and Wetlands

Taharoa Ironsand Mine Sacred Maori Sites

Taharoa Lakes and Wainui Stream

Glenbrook steel mill Waiuku River

Waikato River

Archaeological Sites

Remnant Indigenous Forest

North America Steelscape Kalama Columbia River

CURRENT CONTROLS

BlueScope facilities have a variety of preventative and mitigating controls in place to prevent land contamination. These controls include:

Sealed floors in operational areas

Stockpile management

Bunds where bulk chemicals are stored

Maintenance of pipes, vessels and valves

Spill response procedures

Remediation processes

In order that protected areas are appropriately cared for, the Company employs various strategies, which include:

Involvement with community groups

Improvement and conservation activities

Minimisation of operational impacts

PERFORMANCE

During the 2012 financial year, there was one recorded incident with the potential to have contaminated land at Port Kembla Steelworks. It
involved the containment systems for a process waste. While recorded as a ‘non-compliance’, actions were taken that prevented any actual
contamination from occurring.
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BlueScope encourages employees to make a difference to the environment in which they work, and to the wider community. 

A MASTER PLAN BRINGS BENEFIT TO THE COMMUNITY

New Zealand Steel has recently completed a Master Landscape Plan for the 240 hectare
greenbelt which surrounds its Glenbrook integrated steel mill.  New Zealand Steel
recognised the importance of this land early on - a portion of the land was allocated
when the mill was developed, and it has increased in size over time.  Most of the area is
farmland, and there are also two non-hazardous landfills which are progressively
rehabilitated and returned to pasture. 

The Landscape Plan incorporates extensive plantings, primarily to provide protection for
the streams and coast line.  Most of the plants are indigenous and eco-sourced, which
contributes to the biodiversity of the local ecosystem.  Other plantings screen the landfills
and the industrial site, and provide shelter for livestock.  An extensive pest and weed
control program is an integral part of the biodiversity protection and maintenance of the
new plantings.

The local community is engaged in this environmental program through the Te Whangai Trust, established to provide training and short
term employment for people considered at risk due to long term unemployment or other social issues.  The Trust grows the plants from
locally sourced material and carries out the planting.

The engagement of the Te Whangai Trust demonstrates New Zealand Steel’s support for the environment and the local community.  The
program now includes the establishment of a small plant nursery where seedlings to be planted in the greenbelt are grown. 

The success of the Master Landscape Plan is also being seen in the health of the trees, more naturally generating seedlings and increased
native bird populations.

CLEAN UP DAYS

Each year BlueScope is an active supporter of Clean Up Australia Day.  In 2012, Clean Up activities extended beyond site boundaries as
Port Kembla Steelworks and Western Sydney Service Centre employees targeted local beaches, neighbourhood parks, train stations and
bus stops.

Teams of employees nominated areas within their working environment or local community where rubbish and litter are visible.  The teams
were also given the challenge to find innovative solutions to manage the waste collected.

Just over 350 bags of rubbish and waste materials were collected, including vegetation, canteen scraps, plastic bottles and wrappers,
aluminium cans, scrap steel, timber pallets, fishing equipment and a mattress. Although some was sent to landfill, most of the waste was
segregated and recycled.  BlueScope will continue to support Clean Up Australia Day in 2013, and encourages all employees to work
together to find ways to improve their environment.

TREE PLANTING

Across the Company, BlueScope regularly engages employees in planting trees to
improve operating sites, help reduce carbon dioxide and create a fresher, healthier and
cleaner environment.

LAND MANAGEMENT CASE STUDIES
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BlueScope Steel Indonesia’s Cilegon site marked World Environment Day 2012 by joining
with the local government to plant trees at a local high school to support its environment
program.  The fruit trees will not only help to educate the students of the importance of
environment conservation, but will also provide a valuable food source. 
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IN MANY OF OUR MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, PROCESS
DISTURBANCES HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO LEAD TO AIR EMISSIONS. THROUGHOUT DECADES OF
OPERATION, BLUESCOPE HAS REDUCED THE NUMBER OF PROCESS DISTURBANCES LEADING TO
AIR EMISSIONS, AS WELL AS THE EXTENT OF EMISSIONS WHEN PROCESS DISTURBANCES DO
OCCUR. THE COMPANY ASPIRES TO EXTEND THIS IMPROVEMENT RECORD IN ORDER TO
ELIMINATE ALL AIR EMISSIONS FROM PROCESS DISTURBANCES.

Clean air is essential to all living organisms. BlueScope is committed to improving air quality in the communities where we operate and
aspires to continually lower all types of emissions to air.

CURRENT CONTROLS

BlueScope has installed control mechanisms to reduce emissions at many facilities, including:

Baghouse / filtration systems

Chemical treatment

Thermal oxidisation

Scrubber systems

Dust suppression

The Company extensively monitors emissions at its operations, both on and off site, to understand community impact, identify improvement
opportunities, and maintain compliance with regulatory limits.

A number of facilities are required to report air emission data to regulators. Depending on the regulatory framework, emission data may be
published. 

PERFORMANCE

 

Through diligent operational management and engineering, BlueScope has successfully reduced the
number of non-compliances relating to air by almost fifty per cent over the past five years. During
FY2012, there were 18 air related non-compliances reported to regulators, and no significant air related
incidents.

Three key pollutants have been selected to monitor and report across the Company, Particulate Matter
less than 10 microns (PM10), Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) and Sulphur Dioxide (SO2). Emissions of
these pollutants are either measured at the source or estimated based on emission factors and
operating data.

During the first quarter of FY2012, BlueScope closed operating units at the Port Kembla Steelworks
and at the Western Port Works, resulting in reduced emissions to air.

AIR QUALITY
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The increase in reported fine particulate emissions from FY2010, as shown in the graph, reflects the inclusion of estimated fugitive dust
emissions from vehicle movements and stockpiles at the Port Kembla Steelworks. 

Reduced air emissions in FY2009 reflect lower production levels due to the No 5 Blast Furnace reline and global financial crisis.

FINES & PROSECUTION

An incident occurred in February 2012 resulting in two fines of $1500 each, issued by the regulator in March 2012.  The incident related to
operations at the Basic Oxygen Steelmaking (BOS) plant at the Port Kembla Steelworks, where the BOS plant continued to operate after
the dedusting baghouse fan tripped on high vibrations and stopped operating. Whilst the baghouse was not operating there were several
emissions from the BOS roof.  Investigations identified that the relevant alarm had failed to operate.
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IMPROVING AIR QUALITY BRINGS ADDED BENEFITS

The large number of trucks passing through the Port Kembla Steelworks each day presents a
challenge in managing emissions and road stains caused by dust caught on the vehicle
wheels.

Following a successful trial, the installation of a wheel bath has improved air quality by
removing dust from the wheels of vehicles leaving the Raw Materials Handling area.  In
addition, iron ore collected from the wheel bath is being recycled back into the Raw Materials
sinter beds.  Regular monitoring and auditing during the 11 week trial recorded 5000 trucks
passing through the wheel bath, and approximately 18 tonnes of iron ore that would have
otherwise have been dragged onto roads was recycled.

A similar wheel bath installed at the Lime Kiln operations, where trucks travel directly from
areas of unsealed stockpile onto sealed roads, has also reduced dust emissions and
contributed to a monthly cost saving of approximately $10,000 that was previously spent on
road sweepers.  In addition, around 20 tonnes of material was collected from the wheel wash
and recycled in the first three months of operation.
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FOR MANY COMMUNITIES (INCLUDING SOME IN WHICH WE OPERATE), SHORTAGE OF DRINKING
WATER IS A SIGNIFICANT, LONG TERM ISSUE.  BLUESCOPE HAS REDUCED DAM WATER USE SO
THAT OUR OPERATIONS DO NOT DRAW ON COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLIES.

To continue to achieve this, the Company requires that water efficiency is considered during the design of new facilities. It also means that
existing operations investigate water efficiency opportunities and explore alternate sources such as recycled water. A range of successful
water savings initiatives at BlueScope have already been undertaken to reduce water consumption and reliance on community supplies.

Process disturbances have the potential to lead to emissions to water. BlueScope has been reducing the number of process disturbances
leading to emissions to water, as well as the extent of emissions when process disturbances do occur. The Company aspires to extend this
record of improvement and to eliminate all emissions to water from process disturbances.

Many of BlueScope's operations are located adjacent to significant water bodies. These water bodies are not only used by humans for
domestic, recreational and industrial purposes, but are home to a myriad of flora and fauna.

BlueScope has been an active participant in a collaborative and scientific assessment of the health of the Port Kembla harbour during the
past 12 months.  Significant improvements in marine life in the harbour have occurred over the past decade. The Company, the broader
community and neighbouring industry continue to focus on reducing emissions to the harbour.

BlueScope aims to reduce all types of emissions to water and works with the local communities and regulators on improving water quality.

CURRENT CONTROLS

The Company monitors water consumption and emissions to identify performance improvement opportunities, understand community
impact, and maintain regulatory compliance. Significant reductions in water consumption have been achieved in areas where water
shortages are an ongoing issue.  Although the iron and steel manufacturing process is unavoidably water intensive, BlueScope has
identified and applied water recycling programs in parallel with water savings initiatives to reduce fresh water use.

A variety of control mechanisms to reduce water emissions have been installed throughout BlueScope's operational facilities. The Company
operates a multitude of water treatment plants so that discharge water does not have an adverse effect on the environment. It also
monitors and studies the steel manufacturing processes to maintain quality and minimise disruptions so water treatment plants can operate
effectively and continuously.

An example of this can be seen at our Kapar facility in Malaysia which has metal coating and painting lines. Waste water is treated and
monitored in the waste water treatment plant, before being discharged into a local waterway. To demonstrate the quality of the effluent
water, a fish tank using discharge water has been installed in a prominent location on site.

PERFORMANCE

BlueScope monitors overall freshwater intensity, total freshwater usage and percentage recycled freshwater water usage. All have been
significantly affected by the restructuring of the Company's Australian operations in FY2012.

While significant improvements in intensity have been made in recent years, the FY2012 results reflect the significant changes in plant
configuration at Port Kembla Steelworks and, as a result, in economies of scale. Equally, as a direct result of the reduced production,
BlueScope’s freshwater consumption has fallen significantly, with an overall reduction in use of 2,677 Mega-litres (~14%). We have

WATER
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managed these changes such that the percentage of recycled water contributing to the total water demand has continued to increase,
reaching a new record level of 41.5% in FY2012.

At our largest steelmaking facility, Port Kembla Steelworks in New South Wales, Australia, most water used is seawater, displacing the
need to use precious fresh water for much of the site's cooling requirements. Since FY2007, the steelworks has also been using recycled
water supplied by Sydney Water. Waste water received by Sydney Water from across the Illawarra region is treated and then re-used at
the Steelworks. The use of recycled water has saved more than 35 billion litres of fresh water to date.

Western Port's Victorian operations have similarly commenced using recycled water to reduce dam water consumption through an
agreement with South East Water.

The number of non-compliances relating to water has reduced by more than 50 per cent over the last five years.

FINES & PROSECUTION

Since the incident reported in May 2011, and reported in last year’s Community, Safety, Environment report, there have been no additional
prosecutions or fines issued associated with water quality issues from our operations.
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Water consumption at Tata BlueScope
Steel has reduced by more than a third
since 2009, with management instilling a
culture of using water wisely and recycling
whenever possible.

CONSERVING WATER AT TATA BLUESCOPE STEEL

The campaign started with water meters installed at significant water usage points to enable daily water consumption to be closely
monitored, and a check of all pipes for any leaks.  Other water saving initiatives include:

Electronic level switches and float valves are used to reduce consumption

A sewage treatment plant treats water for use on gardens

A rainwater harvesting system has been installed to capture water for recycling that would otherwise have been fed into drains

Lawns and gardens are watered early morning or late evening to help reduce water evaporation

Water spray jets are no longer used for cleaning buildings

Pocket cards distributed to employees offer a range of tips to save water, both at work and at home.

IMPROVED WATER EFFICIENCY AT PORT KEMBLA STEELWORKS

A number of dams at the Port Kembla Steelworks hold water that
is used to suppress dust around the site.  Stormwater and process
water from the Recycling area is channeled to a four megalitre
dam, which overflows via gravity to an adjacent nine megalitre
dam during periods of heavy rain.  A pump has now been installed
to allow water to be transferred back to the smaller dam when
water levels are low.  This water is then used to suppress dust in
the Metal Recovery plant, and to suppress dust and cool the metal
bays after plating of molten iron.

Previously, the 4 Meg Dam was topped up when required by
Industrial Water. Having the means of returning 9 Meg Dam water
to the 4 Meg Dam via a pump and pipe line installed between the
two dams removes the need to use industrial water to top up the
4 Meg Dam and leads to a direct cost saving.  It will also ensure
the 9 Meg Dam can receive water from any other sources
identified in the future.

REDUCED FRESH WATER CONSUMPTION IN COKE OVENS RUNOFF

The Coke Ovens Recovery Basin (CORB) collects and recycles
runoff water from the Cokemaking area to minimise discharge to
the main stormwater drain in the Port Kembla Steelworks. The
closure of No.4 Coke Ovens Battery in 2011 reduced the demand
for the recycled CORB water by 680 kL /day, which resulted in
the need to manage excess water through continuous discharge to
the main drain.

This project involved developing a solution to reduce discharge to
the main drain. The option selected and implemented has diverted
water from the 7 Battery quench system that would have

WATER CASE STUDY
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previously flowed to the CORB for use in another part of the
cokemaking facility. This has had the additional benefit of
significantly reducing the plant’s demand for purchased industrial
fresh water (typically 650kL/day), thus saving $400,000 per
annum.

 

 

In short, the $700,000 investment has resulted in significantly lower industrial fresh water demand, reduced operating cost, reduced runoff
waters discharged to drain, and improved environmental protection and process security for the plant.
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THE STEEL MANUFACTURING PROCESS GENERATES VARIOUS FORMS OF BY-PRODUCTS. SOME
OF THESE MATERIALS, WHICH WERE HISTORICALLY CONSIDERED WASTE, ARE NOW VALUABLE
PRODUCTS. OTHER BY-PRODUCTS ARE REUSED OR RECYCLED WITHIN THE IRON AND
STEELMAKING PROCESS OR BY PARTNERS IN OTHER INDUSTRIAL SECTORS. THE COMPANY IS
ALSO EXPLORING NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR REUSING AND RECYCLING BY-PRODUCT MATERIAL.

The Company strives to achieve good waste management practices which have extensive environmental and economic benefits. 

STEEL: 100% RECYCLABLE

Steel is not only 100 per cent recyclable but can also be repeatedly recycled without a loss of key properties, a characteristic that can be
claimed by very few materials. If steel is recovered at the end of its use, its lifecycle continues.

Recycling prevents the waste of potentially useful materials, reduces consumption of raw materials and energy, and reduces pollution.
There is a long-established and competitive global market for scrap and recovered steel for recycling. Because steel products generally
have a long lifespan, the steel available for recycling today may have been produced many decades ago. The following table provides
some examples of the average life of items made mainly from steel.

STEEL PRODUCT LIFESPAN

Items Manufactured from Steel Years

Buildings 20 - 60

Major industrial and power plant 40

Heavy industrial machinery 30

Rails 25

Consumer durables 7 - 15

Vehicles - all types 5 - 15

Steel cans <1

Due to its magnetic properties, steel is relatively easy to separate from waste streams enabling higher rates of recovery than all comparable
materials.

Scrap steel is an essential feed material in the integrated steelmaking processes used at Port Kembla Steelworks and New Zealand Steel,
and also the electric arc furnace process used at the North Star BlueScope Steel plant in Delta, Ohio, USA.

During FY2012 the Company externally sourced and recycled over 1.13 million tonnes of steel scrap, accounting for over 24% of raw steel
production.

CURRENT CONTROLS

BlueScope Steel’s waste management strategies are based on the principles stated in the following diagram, and are designed to minimise
waste generation and extract the maximum practical benefits from by-products.

WASTE MINIMISATION
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Some examples include:

Process dusts and sludges, which contain iron, can be recycled in the Company’s iron or steelmaking process.

Granulated Slag is used extensively in the cement industry, reducing the need to extract virgin limestone and avoiding greenhouse gas
emissions, which occur when this material is calcinated into quicklime.

BlueScope cooperates with downstream users of by-products to improve by-product quality and increase their use.

PERFORMANCE

Material efficiency is a measure of how efficiently a company uses raw materials to produce its products and by-products. The indicator
measures the amount of by-product material that is reused, sold or recycled, relative to total crude steel production.

The maximum theoretical material efficiency (100%) would require all raw materials to be ultimately processed into saleable products or by-
products. Over 95.4 per cent material efficiency was achieved in FY2012 and more than 1.7 million tonnes of by-products were sold for a
wide variety of uses.

Compliance with waste legislation at each of our sites is important. Waste legislation can involve classifying the waste, on site waste
storage and ensuring the waste arrives at the appropriate waste facility. It is pleasing that there were no waste non-compliances for
FY2012, a further improvement on previous years.
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BlueScope, together with a number of industry associations, aims to effectively manage by-products.  In particular, the Company has
worked with the World Steel Association to improve material efficiency in the steel industry worldwide.

We look at some examples of waste from BlueScope sites being used as valuable raw materials in other industries.

FROM WASTE TO RAW MATERIAL - A SUSTAINABLE AND ECONOMIC OUTCOME

For many years, New Zealand Steel sent to landfill approximately 1,600 tonnes per
annum of ferric oxide, a by-product of the Acid Regeneration Plant.  

Now, after investigating potential markets for ferric oxide, including as a raw material for
magnetic production in China, and as a water treatment product in Australia, New
Zealand Steel has signed supply contracts with a range of customers. 

In the past, the ferric oxide market was considered unviable due to prohibitive packaging
and logistics costs.  However, New Zealand Steel’s operational and engineering teams
successfully developed a packaging solution that optimises the weight of ferric oxide
when bagged and loaded into a container, which is critical for keeping logistics costs low.

Since December 2009 over 95 percent of the ferric oxide produced at the Acid
Regeneration Plant has been exported and sold to customers as a valuable raw material,
demonstrating that New Zealand Steel’s zero waste solutions are good for our customers’

businesses, as well as our own.

RECOVERING WASTE IN MALAYSIA

The waste water treatment plant at BlueScope Steel Malaysia generates a significant
amount of filter cake waste.  Mainly comprising metals such as iron, manganese and zinc,
in the past the filter cake was sent to be incinerated, and subsequently on to landfill.

The opening of a licensed treatment facility presented the opportunity to transform the
waste into a new commercial product.  In 2011, after confirmation from the Environmental
Regulator that the facility would treat the waste correctly, the Company began sending
filter cake to be processed into a new product which is now sold for use as bricks, pottery
and pigment for paint.   

The result for BlueScope Steel Malaysia is that waste is no longer sent to landfill, and
instead of incurring disposal costs, the Company receives income from the sale of the
processed product.

MINIMISING WASTE

BlueScope encourages employees to minimise waste and recycle wherever possible and practical.  At Lysaght
Sabah this has led to the launch of a creative project.

Concerned at increasing amounts of plastic waste, the Lysaght Sabah environment committee has engaged
employees in an innovative program to recycle waste wrappers and turn them into products that can be re-
used. 

The wrappers are cut to size, folded into strips and arranged in an interlocking pattern which is then shaped
into the desired design.

Plans are in place to run a competition for the best design using recycled wrappers.

BLAST FURNACE SLAG TO PORT KEMBLA OUTER HARBOUR EXPANSION

The No 5 Blast Furnace at Port Kembla Steelworks produces
approximately 300kg of slag for each tonne of iron. Blast Furnace slag is formed with
molten iron from iron ore in the reducing presence of heated air, coke and limestone.

Australian Steel Mill Services (ASMS), a site based contractor who manages slag
processing at the Steelworks, has supplied more than 850 000 tonnes of uncrushed Blast
Furnace slag to the Port Kembla Port Corporation's 6.9 hectare Outer Harbour
reclamation project. 

BY-PRODUCT CASE STUDIES
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The slag was used as select fill for the harbour development, for which its excellent
engineering properties are well suited.

At its peak, the slag stockpile at the Port Kembla Steelworks was almost 2 million
tonnes.  At the end of the Outer Harbour project, the slag stockpile had been exhausted
for the first time in over 20 years.

*Photo by Colin Douch, on behalf of Port Kembla Port Corporation.
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE HAS THE POTENTIAL TO ADVERSELY AFFECT LOCAL COMMUNITIES,
EITHER DIRECTLY  THROUGH SLEEP DISTURBANCE AND ANNOYANCE, OR INDIRECTLY
THROUGH LONG TERM EFFECTS ON PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH.

BlueScope aspires to eliminate environmental noise from process disturbances. We also aim to reduce environmental noise from ongoing
operations so as to not disturb local communities.

CURRENT CONTROLS

BlueScope has implemented a number of initiatives to reduce noise from operations for the health and safety of employees and the
community. These include:

Conducting operations in industrial rather than residential locations.

Proactive monitoring of noise levels in the community.

Ensuring operating hours are compatible with the local area.

Installating noise reduction equipment, for example silencers and enclosures.

Incorporating noise limitations in selection criteria for new equipment.

Tracking, managing and following up on community complaints.

PERFORMANCE

There have been zero regulatory non-compliances relating to noise over the past two decades.
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REDUCED NOISE MAINTAINS A SAFE WORKPLACE

Significant truck traffic passes through New Zealand Steel’s Glenbrook site, and the noise
from vehicles’ reversing alarms has been known to carry across the site to residential areas. 

In 2011, trials of broad band spectrum or ‘white noise’ alarms began on selected machines
around the site.  The sound emitted from broad band spectrum alarms is directional, so that
anyone nearby can immediately work out exactly which vehicle is moving and in which
direction; and the alarm has a distinct sound that is less irritating than tonal beeping alarms,
and also works effectively at lower decibel ratings.

The trials focused on front end loaders which spend significant time moving in and out of
reverse gear, slab carriers, and hook trucks which move in and out of buildings where there is
also pedestrian traffic.  They proved very successful, and the new alarms have now been fitted
to 18 vehicles.
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BLUESCOPE VIEWS CLIMATE CHANGE AS A GLOBAL ISSUE THAT NEEDS A GLOBAL RESPONSE.
WE ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING OUR CONTRIBUTION AND OUR PLANTS EMPLOY MODERN
ENERGY EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT WHEREVER FEASIBLE. THE COMPANY IS CONTINUOUSLY
SEEKING TO REDUCE ITS ENERGY AND GREENHOUSE GAS INTENSITY.

The Company aims to deliver facility greenhouse gas intensities within the lowest quartile of comparable facilities.

OVERVIEW

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND THE STEEL MANUFACTURING PROCESS:

Steelmaking, by its very nature, consumes a large amount of energy and generates significant volumes of greenhouse gases, through the
use of coal and coke as both chemical reductant and energy source in the iron making process. This chemical process accounts for more
than 80 per cent of the greenhouse emissions from, and energy consumed within, an integrated steelworks.

Carbon, in the form of processed metallurgical coal (coke) and pulverised coal, is the reducing agent used to convert iron ore to iron in a
blast furnace.  Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are generated as unavoidable by-products of this process.  

The laws of chemistry, physics and thermodynamics dictate the amount of carbon used in the blast furnace. Current carbon usage is close
to theoretical minimum levels due to our efficient furnace operations and practices. Greenhouse gas generation is heavily influenced by
production output.

BlueScope strives to progressively reduce its emissions and continues to play an active role in the global steel industry’s efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

We are also committed to reducing the greenhouse gas intensity of our products and improving the energy efficiency of our operations.

CURRENT CONTROLS

Globally, BlueScope actively participates in voluntary and legislated programs of regional and national significance in the countries in which
it operates. Given the highest energy usage and greenhouse gas emission intensity are related to the larger iron and steelmaking
operations in Australia and New Zealand, the majority of these programs are centred on these activities. BlueScope participates in the
following legislated schemes:-

Australian Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program - mandatory reporting

The NSW Energy Savings Scheme (ESS) – mandatory obligations, potential certificate (credit) generation

The Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET) – mandatory obligations, potential certificate generation

The Renewable Energy Target (RET) – mandatory obligations

The Australian Carbon Pricing Mechanism – mandatory obligations

The New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme – mandatory obligations

The EEO Program enables standardised public reporting of energy use and energy savings initiatives, and a complete copy of the FY2012
EEO Public Report can be found here.

In addition, BlueScope's plants employ modern energy efficient equipment wherever feasible, and the Company continuously seeks to
reduce its energy and greenhouse gas intensity.

Initiatives implemented or under investigation to improve energy and greenhouse gas performance include:

A renewed energy efficiency focus within business improvement processes to give all employees the opportunity to contribute to
improving our energy profile.

Increased training and awareness of energy and GHG issues within the organisation.

Internal and external benchmarking and technical exchanges to learn and share experiences in energy efficiency.

Capturing and reusing by product gases from steel making and painting processes for heating and to generate electricity.

Developing process models to ensure fuels are used efficiently.

Improving process control.

Optimising operational and materials efficiency, and process yields.

Decommissioning or upgrading older, inefficient equipment.
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Identifying and minimising gas leaks.

Increasing use of natural light in buildings.

Turning off or idling equipment when not in use.

Increased use of environmental measurement tools to monitor processes.

PERFORMANCE

FY2012 was a transitional year at Port Kembla Steelworks, with 3 months operations configured to produce 5.3 million tonnes of steel per
year, and 9 months at 2.6 million tonnes. The 2013 Community, Safety, Environment Report will give the first indication of greenhouse gas
emissions under BlueScope's new structure.

In FY2012, BlueScope Steel's total Scope 1 (direct) and Scope 2 (indirect) greenhouse gas emissions totalled 11.4 million tonnes CO2
emissions.

The October 2011 restructure of BlueScope's Australian operations had a significant impact on the Company's energy usage and
greenhouse profile.  The reduction in capacity at Port Kembla Steelworks, the closure of the Western Port Hot Strip Mill and other
associated changes in downstream operations contributed the majority of a 40.1 PJ (26%) energy reduction and the corresponding 4.45
million tonne (28%) reduction in CO2 emissions compared to FY2011.

THE 4.4 MILLION TONNE REDUCTION IN GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN FY2012 ALONE WILL CONTRIBUTE
8% OF THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENTS 54 MILLION TONNE 2020 DOMESTIC ABATEMENT TARGET, AND IS
EQUIVALENT TO TAKING 112,000 CARS OFF THE ROAD, PERMANENTLY. 2013 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
ARE EXPECTED TO BE LOWER STILL.

As a result of the restructure, plant utilisation rates are lower and greenhouse gas intensities have been adversely affected. However,
BlueScope Steel remains focussed on reducing its energy and greenhouse gas intensity, and it is expected over time that continual
improvement in intensities can be achieved off the new production baseline.

Regional Break-up
Million tonnes CO2 emissions per annum Scope 1 Scope 2

Aust/NZ 9.26 1.37

North America 0.13 0.47

Asia 0.09 0.13

BLUESCOPE’S GREENHOUSE POLICY PRINCIPLES

BlueScope has developed greenhouse gas policy principles against which it will assess policies aimed at reducing GHG emissions.
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PRODUCING IRON AND STEEL LEADS TO EMISSIONS OF GREENHOUSE GASES. IN AN
INTEGRATED STEELWORKS – SUCH AS PORT KEMBLA - CARBON, IN THE FORM OF COAL AND
COKE, IS USED AS A REDUCING AGENT TO CONVERT IRON ORE TO METALLIC IRON IN A BLAST
FURNACE. GREENHOUSE GASES, PREDOMINANTLY CARBON DIOXIDE, ARE PRODUCED AS AN
UNAVOIDABLE BY-PRODUCT OF THIS PROCESS.

In a number of the countries in which BlueScope operates, governments have put a cost on emissions of greenhouse gases. For example,
Emissions Trading Schemes are in operation in New Zealand and Australia.  In other countries and regions, regulatory action is being
taken to manage GHG emissions.

BlueScope has developed the following greenhouse gas policy principles against which it will assess policies aimed at reducing GHG
emissions.

Global issue - Reducing greenhouse gas emissions is a global problem that requires a global approach.

Least cost - Australia should adopt policy that achieves emissions targets at least cost.

Fair go - The competitiveness and financial viability of Australia’s trade exposed steel industry must not be eroded. We cannot place our
industries at a disadvantage to the rest of the world. Transitional measures for trade exposed industries - including the steel industry - will
be essential for as long as our global competitors (India, China, US, Japan, Korea and Taiwan) do not face comparable carbon costs.

Cut green tape - A single national carbon policy should be the goal of governments. Complementary policy measures adopted by
Federal and State governments must be effective, least cost and address recognised market failures. These policies must avoid market
distortions or perverse incentives, overlap and unnecessary compliance costs and regulatory burden.

Reinvest - Revenue raised by a carbon price should be earmarked for investment in greenhouse gas abatement and assistance for
households and industry. Policy should provide incentives for research & development and investment in abatement, including appropriate
recognition for early movers.

No leakage - Policy must not lead to carbon leakage, by which Australian production is simply replaced by foreign production that may, in
fact, be less carbon efficient.
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GLOBAL STEEL EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENT

Improving the world steel industry's greenhouse gas intensity is a huge challenge and requires a
global effort.  BlueScope Steel, in partnership with other steel makers and the World Steel Association
(worldsteel), is committed to continued participation in the worldsteel CO2 emissions data collection
program, and is contributing to worldwide data collection and research efforts.

BREAKTHOUGH RESEARCH

The Company has been engaged in research under
the worldsteel CO2 Breakthrough Programme. In
collaboration with Australian steelmaker Arrium and
the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation(CSIRO), the
research project focuses on the potential to use
biomass as a substitute for a proportion of the coal or natural gas used in the iron and
steelmaking process.

Since 2008, Auckland based biofuel pioneer LanzaTech has operated a pilot plant at New
Zealand Steel to produce ethanol from waste gases produced by the steelmaking process.
In March 2012, BlueScope and LanzaTech signed a new agreement extending this
arrangement and giving BlueScope and New Zealand Steel the opportunity to use
LanzaTech's technology commercially. The agreement reflects both BlueScope's

commitment to supporting innovative solutions for sustainable growth, and LanzaTech's move from technology development to
commercialisation. Building on the support provided by BlueScope, LanzaTech has announced a series of agreements with steelmakers
around the world to use its innovative technology.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

OPTIMISING COKE OVENS HEATING MODEL
In a coke oven, coal is heated in the absence of oxygen to a temperature of between 1200oC and 1300oC for approximately 18 hours. 
Impurities such as hydrogen, sulphur, nitrogen, and oxygen are driven off, leaving almost pure carbon known as coke which is used to
reduce iron ore in a blast furnace.

An automated system now controls the heating of the oven to achieve the correct properties for coke, saving 89,300 GJ/annum of energy.
 This has been achieved by optimising the control system to heat the ovens more efficiently.

GOING GREEN WITH SOLAR POWER
ASC Profiles in Sacramento has taken on the challenge to reduce its impact on the
environment by forming a partnership with a solar power panel manufacturer to use
photovoltaic (PV) technology to generate electricity. Under the partnership, ASC Profiles
provides property and infrastructure to house the PV solar panels which will supply the
site with renewable electricity. The roof and ground mount PV system will generate
300.96kWDC, and will be connected with the utility grid. ASC Profiles will use the
electricity generated by the panels, thus saving on energy costs.  Excess power will be
sold back to the power grid, to the benefit of the solar panel manufacturer. The deal is a
win-win situation for both companies.

This initiative will not only help the environment, it will showcase solar panels for other
businesses that use ASC Profiles structural frame work.  This is a great example of how
ASC Profiles is an innovative company leading the way in improving the environment for

the future.
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BlueScope believes that evaluating any
product or service for environmental
sustainability needs to include impacts and
credits from throughout the full life cycle.
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is an
internationally recognised standardised
method for assessing environmental
impacts through the life of a product.

 

Measures that limit evaluation to 'embodied' impacts from raw materials and/or manufacturing, do not assess the impact of material choice
on transportation, use, reuse or recycling.

RAW MATERIALS

Choices in raw materials supply for steel manufacture can deliver higher quality steel, more efficient production and a lower environmental
footprint.  BlueScope manages raw materials in a number of ways, for example at the Port Kembla Steelworks:

every steel product is guaranteed to contain recycled content;

continuing focus on continuous improvement is assisting to maximise production efficiency;

chlorides in iron ore are being minimised to reduce emissions;

low ash content and blending iron ores are enabling consistent quality production, reducing waste;

material use efficiencies are consistently above 96 per cent.

MANUFACTURING

BlueScope works to improve the environmental footprint of its manufacturing process, for example at the Port Kembla Steelworks:

Waste gases are used to generate electricity and energy for production processes;

Waste management strategies begin with minimising waste generation. Where waste is generated, the maximum practical benefits from
waste by-products are extracted, such as process dusts and sludges, and slag;

BlueScope aims for zero dam water use. Salt water makes up 96% of the water used in manufacturing and recycled water makes up
nearly all other fresh water manufacturing requirements; and

BlueScope invests in new technologies to improve manufacturing processes, for example the Company is leading an investigation into
the use of biochar, a form of charcoal, to reduce carbon emissions.

USE

How a product is used can have a significant influence on whole of life impacts.

In the case of buildings, materials directly contribute to the natural comfort of living areas (warm in winter or cool in summer), how energy
efficient or electricity hungry the structure is, resilience to pests such as termites, and resilience to everyday conditions affecting
maintenance over the life of the building.

In recent times some designers have chosen to rate materials based on the embodied impact per unit of mass. This simplistic assessment
fails to produce an environmentally sustainable outcome as it does not consider material efficiency. Steel’s high strength to weight ratio
requires less material than some other materials in like applications, resulting in dematerialisation of a structure. For example 1 kg of
COLORBOND® steel would likely clad an area approximately nine times greater than 1 kg of concrete roof tiles would be able to cover,
resulting not only in less mass in the roof structure, but potentially less mass in the support structure. 
Another area of increasing interest globally is housing designed for resilience to extreme weather events. A house designed for resilience,
using resilient materials, is more likely to remain habitable in the wake of extreme weather, even if damaged. BlueScope Steel products can

SUSTAINABLE STEEL - LIFE CYCLE
THINKING
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improve the resilience of the built environment, for example:

HEAT WAVES: BlueScope Steel roofing and cladding with Thermatech® solar reflectance technology reduces the amount of solar
radiation (and consequently heat) absorbed into buildings. This, combined with steel's low thermal mass, can assist building interiors to
remain comfortable even when there is no access to electricity and no relief from cooler night temperatures.

DROUGHT and STORMWATER: AQUAPLATE® steel rainwater harvesting systems help maintain local water supply in times of
reduced rainfall as well as reduce stormwater flow during rain events.

FLOOD: High strength TRUECORE® steel framing is less likely to be overwhelmed by floodwaters than some other materials that can
be used for the same purpose. Steel structures have been found to require less maintenance post-flood.

BUSHFIRE: Independent testing has found steel products to be more resistant to fire than other materials used for the same purpose.

HIGH WINDS: Fixing systems for steel roofs perform well in high winds and curved roofs help mitigate some of the stresses on
buildings from strong winds.

HAIL: NRMA testing shows that steel can withstand larger hail for longer than typical alternative products, which not only reduces the
risk of roof penetration, but as a result also gives a greater level of protection for building contents.

END OF LIFE

The right choice of materials has consequences for future generations.

Firstly, materials should be durable and designed for the local environment where they will be used. This maximises the use phase of a
product’s life cycle.

Secondly, after the initial use phase has reached its end, materials should be reused. This is made easier if the initial use phase design
has catered for reuse.

Finally, end of life options should be considered. Materials that are 100% recyclable with a proven recycling performance reduce the
amount of waste sent to landfill and reduce impacts on future generations. Steel is the world's most recycled material, being theoretically
100% recyclable, and its magnetic properties make it easy to recover. There is a dynamic market for recycled steel, which is an essential
ingredient in the manufacture of new steel.

BlueScope's sustainability website has more information about Life Cycle Assessment.
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BlueScope Steel is a founding member and sponsor of the Steel Stewardship Forum (SSF).

The Forum was formed to develop a steel stewardship scheme in Australia spanning the entire steel supply chain. The SSF believes that
collectively we can continue to add value to and improve the performance of the steel industry across the whole product life cycle – thereby
reducing negative commercial, social and environmental impacts. 

The SSF aims to bring together all major sectors of the steel product life cycle – from mining through to steel manufacturing, processing,
product fabrication, use and re-use, and recycling.  Together these sectors share the responsibility of working together to optimise the steel
product life cycle using sustainability principles, including minimising the impact on society and the environment.

In 2012, the Steel Stewardship Forum mapped Australia’s steel value chain footprint. This has established a high level picture of the main
Australia steel value chain commodity flows and high level inputs and outputs. 

The model will be critical in assisting the SSF to identify areas for improvement in commercial, social and environmental impacts across
the whole product life cycle of steel.

More information:
Steel Stewardship Forum 
BlueScope Sustainability
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Green Star Communities rating case study – Heat Island Effect

The high solar performance (high SRI) of COLORBOND® steel with Thermatech® technology helps mitigate
the Heat Island Effect by reflecting solar radiation away from a building, rather than allowing it to contribute to
urban heat. This may also reduce the need for other forms of cooling.

STEEL PRODUCTS EARN GREEN STAR CREDITS

BlueScope products feature in many award winning sustainable buildings. They are
chosen for qualities such as high strength-to-weight ratio, long life, high solar reflectivity,
ability to handle extreme weather, flexibility in design and offsite fabrication, reusability
and recyclability. The Green Building Council Australia (GBCA) acknowledges many of
the qualities of BlueScope products in sustainable building, using them as best practice
benchmarks in Green Star.

The GBCA is a national, not-for-profit organisation established to develop a sustainable
property industry by encouraging the adoption of green building practices.

The GBCA Green Star ratings are a voluntary system that evaluates the environmental
impact of design and construction. A building project is assessed across a number of
categories, with points allocated if specific benchmarks are met in areas such as energy,
water, land use, materials, internal environment quality and innovation. In recent years,

the commercial property market has come to value GBCA Green Star rated buildings for their superior internal amenity, as well as cost
savings in areas such as energy consumption.

BlueScope Steel has been part of the development team for the new Green Star Communities tool currently in pilot. This tool applies to
whole communities or precincts rather than individual buildings.

The Heat Island Effect describes the higher temperatures that occur in urban areas. It is caused by the replacement of vegetation with built
structures (their roofs in particular) and surrounding hard surfaces (such as roads and footpaths) which, in combination, warm the local
environment.

Green Star Communities tool Credit ENV-3 Heat Island Effect recognises efforts to reduce the amount of solar radiation absorbed by a
building and its surrounds.  One point is awarded if at least 50 per cent of the site area comprises one or a combination of vegetation; roof
materials with a minimum solar reflective index (SRI) greater than 78; unshaded hardscape with an SRI greater than 29; and water bodies
and water courses.

Follow the link to BlueScope's Sustainability website for more information about GreenStar

AGIC INFRASTRUCTURE SUSTAINABILITY RATING SYSTEM

BlueScope has been involved with the Australian Green Infrastructure Council (AGIC)
since its inception in 2008, and BlueScope products can contribute to credits in AGIC's
Infrastructure Sustainability (IS) rating scheme.

AGIC aims to advance sustainability in the design, construction and operation of
infrastructure in Australia. The IS rating scheme evaluates the sustainability of design,
construction and operation of an infrastructure project across six themes: Management
and Governance; Using resources; Emissions, Pollution and Waste, Ecology, People and
Place, and Innovation.

Steel can assist in achieving the Management and Governance credit by being a supplier
with credible environmental and sustainability policies and procedures.

Steel can assist in gaining points under the Emissions, Pollution and Waste theme.
BlueScope steel products, because of their intrinsic scrap value and ability to be recycled,

enable a lower percentage of steel to end up as landfill, compared with other building materials. 

Steel can assist in achieving a credit for deconstruction/disassembly/adaptability. Steel bolted construction allows prefabricated units to be
easily separated and dissembled, enabling project deconstruction plans to include reuse of beams and columns in other projects.

CASE STUDIES
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Steel can also meet suggested IS scheme guidance for being reusable, recyclable, potentially modular, self-supporting and standardised.

INNOVATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY

INDUSTRY CHANGE – SOLAR SOLUTIONS

BlueScope is contributing to industry change in developing steel based solar solutions.

BlueScope will develop a low cost building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) system for use
in Australian residential, commercial and industrial rooftops with support from The
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) Emerging Renewables Program.

BlueScope is developing technology whereby organic solar cells and photovoltaic (PV)
inks are printed or painted onto steel sheet as a lead industry partner in the Victorian
Organic Solar Cell Consortium.

BlueScope is developing novel encapsulation technologies for next generation
photovoltaic (PV) cells as a lead industry partner in the Cooperative Research Centre
(CRC) for Polymers program.

BlueScope is developing an evidence-based design and configuration decision support
tool for building integrated photovoltaic and thermal (BIPV-T) systems in retrofitted buildings, in conjunction with the Fraunhofer Institute
and The Sustainable Buildings Research Centre at The University of Wollongong, and with support from the Australian Solar Institute.
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OUR COMMUNITIES ARE OUR HOMES

Our success relies on communities supporting our business and products. In turn, we care for the environment, create wealth, respect local
values and encourage involvement. Our strength is in choosing to do what is right.

At BlueScope, we live by Our Bond. We choose to do what is right by our customers, ourselves as employees, our shareholders and our
communities. Across our Company, our employees have found a variety of ways to combine their own efforts with the resources of
BlueScope to help make our communities the best they can be.

These stories are just some of the programs we engaged in during the year, with a focus on shelter, safety, arts and culture, education and
disaster relief.

A WINNING PARTNERSHIP IN THE ILLAWARRA

For many years, BlueScope has supported a broad range of community programs in the Illawarra region of New South Wales, home to the
Port Kembla Steelworks. During 2012, the establishment of the BlueScopeWIN Community Partners program saw two long standing
members of the business community join forces to create a local community support fund.

It's all about making a real difference, and the new partnership will contribute a significant amount to projects and programs that meet
needs in the community. All requests for support are assessed against funding criteria by a committee comprising representatives of both
organisations, and WIN TV promotes the initiatives supported by the community partnership through its network.

CLEANING UP OUR COMMUNITIES

Over 100 BlueScope Thailand employees took part in the 2012 Coastal Clean Up Day at Suan Son Beach where significant amounts of
rubbish and debris harmful to marine wildlife tend to accumulate.

The event was an opportunity for employees and their families to learn about and look after the fragile marine environment, as well as
support the local community. Marine and Coastal Conservation Staff were on hand to help guide the volunteers and explain some features
of the marine environment.

And New Zealand Steel has again supported the annual beach clean-up at Kariaotahi Beach in the vicinity of the steelworks.  Around 120
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volunteers equipped with gloves and rubbish bags collected several tonnes of rubbish along a 12 kilometre stretch of the beach. 

Trained First Aiders from the Kariaotahi Surf Life SavingClub talked to the volunteers about the importance of swimming between the flags
and always keeping an eye on conditions.  Robin Davies, Vice President - Mills, Coatings & Services, New Zealand Steel, presented the
lifesaving club with a cheque to support its ongoing work to make the beach a safer place.

This event is a great example of business and the community working together to achieve
a common goal.

In Darwin, BlueScope Lysaght volunteers joined over 1,000 others from 23 Northern
Territory sites in the Clean Up Northern Australia campaign. The Lysaght team collected
around 50kg of rubbish from the roads near the site. In total, 50.6 tonnes of rubbish was
collected in the Northern Territory.

Part of the 'Clean Up Australia' program which encourages people to look after their
communities, the Great Northern Clean Up is a chance for communities across the top
end of Australia (north of the Tropic of Capricorn) to get together at a time more suited to
the northern climate.

 

BLUESCOPE GIVES SHELTER IN HAITI

Houses supplied by BlueScope are helping give shelter to communities rebuilding after the devastating 2010
Haiti earthquake.

After successfully manufacturing and assembling a prototype house, the team at BlueScope's Jackson, Tenn.
facility manufactured and packed into crates 50 houses with all the necessary materials, tools, and safety
equipment required for the houses to be assembled in the field.

The first three buildings have been used for a community building, a safe centre for women and a training
facility. The building design has been well received, and there have been several requests for the structures
throughout in the country, including for use in a housing program.

 

WORKING WITH HUMANITY

BlueScope Lysaght has supplied the roof and accessories for five homes built by Habitat
for Humanity close to communities affected by the 2009 Black Saturday bushfires.

The five houses are part of a project of up to 25 affordable new homes to help families
who lost their home in the bushfires. Some of the families do not wish to - or cannot -
return to the site of their former homes, and others lack the financial or physical capacity
to rebuild their homes.

The homes are safe, simple, decent and affordable, professionally designed, energy
efficient and sustainable. he families allocated to the homes worked with Habitat for
Humanity volunteers to construct the homes as part of a "Blitz Build" campaign. A group
of Lysaght volunteers helped install the rooves.

Habitat for Humanity provides shelter and other services to support communities and
assists low-income households in Australia build and own their own home.

COLORBOND® STEEL MAKES A DIFFERENCE

BlueScope Malaysia donated funds raised at a COLORBOND® steel customer event to
support the Taman Megah's Handicapped & Disabled Children's Home building fund. The
Home takes in children and adults of all races and ages who are suffering from physical
or mental disabilities or from broken, abused or single parent backgrounds.

WORKPLACE GIVING

BlueScope employees in Australia support eight community
organisations through the Company's workplace giving program.
Over $20,000 donated by employees to the Surf Life Saving
Foundation through the workplace giving program has been used
to install two radio repeater stations on the Mornington
Peninsula, in the vicinity of BlueScope's Western Port facility.
The Mornington Peninsula is a popular beach holiday

destination, and the new repeater stations will help make the region safer by improving the reach of emergency
communications network in the area.

With access to more sophisticated communication infrastructure, the local surf life saving authorities can now
increase coastline patrols and receive up to date information on weather reports and beach conditions in real time.
In addition, all emergency services agencies will be able to use the repeater towers in times of need.

SUPPORTING EDUCATION

For a number of years the BlueScope Foundation in North America has donated funds for
scholarships at the Jackson State Community College. The scholarships are matched by



the Jackson State Community College Centre of Emphasis and help students pursue
degrees in manufacturing-related fields such as industrial maintenance and engineering.
Since 2009 the Jackson school has been able to assist eight students in completing their
degrees.

Meanwhile, New Zealand Steel President Simon Linge has announced the three
successful applicants for 2012 in the annual undergraduate scholarship program. The
scholarships are part of NZ Steel's ongoing commitment to the community and to the
development of young talent.

The three students from local high schools will take part in a summer holiday work
experience program at New Zealand Steel, and will be supported in their tertiary studies.

All three students intend to study Engineering at Auckland University.
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You may contact our customer contact centre by using the details listed here, or use the form below send them an enquiry via email.

BlueScope Steel Direct
Locked Bag 8825
Wollongong DC, NSW, 2500

Phone: 1800 800 789
Fax: 1800 800 744
Email: steeldirect@bluescopesteel.com

Fields marked with * are required

Contact Information

* Title  

First Name

* Last Name

* Email

Occupation Details

Organisation/Company Name

Market Sector  

* Occupation  

If 'Other' please specify

Contact Details

How would you like us to contact you? E-Mail

If mail is your preferred method of contact, please complete the address fields below

Address Information

Street

Suburb

State  

If 'Other' please specify

Postcode

Country  

If 'other' please specify

Contact Number

Work Phone

Home Phone

CONTACT US
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Mobile Phone

You must provide at least one contact phone number

Fax Phone

Comments

* Specify your enquiry type:  

* Please describe your enquiry in detail

Where did you find out about our website?  

If other please provide details
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As a user of the BlueScope Steel websites ('.bluescopesteel.com'), you are bound by the following terms and conditions. Accordingly, you
should review them in relation to all or part(s) of the website.

LICENCE

By allowing you to access the website, BlueScope Steel grants to you a licence. By accessing the website, you accept the terms and
conditions of this licence.

Pursuant to this licence and subject to the absolute right of BlueScope Steel to vary access to all or any part(s) of the website, you acquire
a non-exclusive right to:

View the material in the website.

Access material contained in the website.

Use the website strictly in accordance with the provisions of this licence.

If you wish to download and use any material contained in the website for a temporary purpose (such as viewing offline), you may do so.

However, downloading material contained in the website for reproduction by you may only be done upon receipt of prior written consent
from BlueScope Steel, and upon payment of any fee required by BlueScope Steel to be paid by you for that use.

YOUR OBLIGATIONS

You hereby undertake the following obligations:

To not copy or translate for commercial use, reproduce, adapt, vary or modify any material in the website without the express consent of
BlueScope Steel, except as expressly authorised by this licence.

To ensure your employees, subcontractors and other agents (if any) who have authorised access to the website are made aware of the
terms and conditions of this licence.

To not provide or otherwise make available any material in the website in any form to any person other than employees, subcontractors
and other agents (if any) without the written consent of BlueScope Steel.

To not use the material in the website for, or in connection with, a service bureau operation.

WARRANTIES

BlueScope Steel does not warrant that the material in the website is accurate, complete or up to date. The existence of inaccurate,
incomplete or superceded material in the website will not cause BlueScope Steel to be in breach of the terms of this licence.

BlueScope Steel reserves the right to change, add or remove any material in or from the website without notice.

BlueScope Steel does not warrant that the functions contained in the website or third-party websites will be uninterrupted or without error,
that defects will be corrected, or that electronic material in the website and other third-party websites are free of viruses or other harmful
components.

To the extent permitted by law, all implied terms are excluded. If any statute implies terms into this licence, which cannot be lawfully
excluded, such terms will apply to this licence, save that the liability of BlueScope Steel for breach of any such implied term will be limited,
at the option of BlueScope Steel, to any one or more of the following:

The replacement of goods or services to which the breach relates or the supply of equivalent goods or services.

The repair of such goods or services.

The payment of the cost of replacing the goods or services or of acquiring equivalent goods or services.

The payment of the cost of having the goods repaired or the services performed again.

BlueScope Steel will not be liable for any indirect or consequential losses arising out of a breach of this licence, or arising out of the supply
of a defective program or incorrect materials.

When deciding to visit the website, you acknowledge that you have exercised your independent judgment and have not relied on any
representation made by BlueScope Steel which has not been stated expressly in this licence or upon any descriptions or illustrations or
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specifications contained in any document including catalogues or publicity material produced by BlueScope Steel (which material may be
out of date or superceded).

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

You acknowledge that the material in the website is the subject of copyright© and that it is the subject of other intellectual property and
legal rights (including third-party rights).

You must not, during or at any time after the expiry or termination of this licence, permit any act which infringes any of those rights and,
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, you specifically acknowledge that you may not copy the material in the website, except as
otherwise expressly authorised by this licence.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

Subscribers to services of the website may store in digital format in computer terminals, databases or other repositories material which is
supplied in the normal course of a subscription.

Password access is restricted to a single subscriber. Passwords and user names must not be distributed to any other person, body or
corporation.

Subscribers must take due care to protect the copyright of materials from unauthorised use, copying, reproduction, lending, reselling,
manipulation, disassembly, distribution or publication. In the event that a subscriber breaches this duty, or if it is found that a subscriber's
conduct violates applicable law, BlueScope Steel may immediately suspend or terminate a subscriber's subscription without notice.

INDEMNITY

You must indemnify and keep BlueScope Steel indemnified fully against all liabilities, damages, claims, losses, costs and expenses, which
BlueScope Steel may incur to a third party or you as a result of your breach of the provisions of this licence.

This website may contain hyperlinks to other websites operated by third parties. You accept that BlueScope Steel has no control over, and
is not responsible for, any material contained on any third-party websites. You may be required to comply with all requirements of any third
party over the conditions of use of that third party's website.

Users are prohibited from placing a link to the website without the prior written consent of BlueScope Steel and on terms satisfactory to
BlueScope Steel.

DISCLAIMER

You accept that BlueScope Steel takes no responsibility for any error or omission relating to the material contained in the website.

You accept that BlueScope Steel makes no undertakings to provide access to the website at any particular time, or for any particular length
of time. You agree that BlueScope Steel will not be held liable for any lapse in the website's accessibility, or any consequences whatsoever
that flow from the unavailability of the website.

TERMS OF LICENCE

This licence commences upon your accessing the website and is granted in perpetuity. However, the licence may be terminated without
notice by BlueScope Steel if you are in breach of any terms of this licence.

Upon termination, you or your representative must destroy any copies, electronic and printed, of material obtained from the website that you
have in your possession or under your control or otherwise return or dispose of such material in the manner directed by BlueScope Steel.

Termination pursuant to this clause shall not affect any rights or remedies, which BlueScope Steel may otherwise have under this licence or
at law.

AMENDMENTS TO THIS LICENCE

These are the current terms and conditions of the licence.

BlueScope Steel may at any time vary and amend the terms and conditions of this licence by publishing the varied Terms and Conditions of
Use on the website. You accept that by doing this, BlueScope Steel has provided you with sufficient notice of the variation and amendment.

It is your responsibility to familiarise yourself with the current terms and conditions each time you visit the website.

WAIVER

Failure or neglect by BlueScope Steel to enforce at any time any of the provisions of this licence shall not be construed or deemed to be a
waiver of the rights of BlueScope Steel under this licence.

JURISDICTION

This licence shall be governed by and construed according to the laws of the state of Victoria, Australia.

DEFINITIONS

'BlueScope Steel' means BlueScope Steel Limited and all of its related bodies corporate. A related body corporate means a related body
corporate as defined in the Corporations Law of Australia.

'Hyperlink' means any mechanism of providing a link from one location on the Internet (or a web page) to another location on the Internet
(or a different web page, or a different location on the same web page), and includes any mechanism for linking to, or providing access to,
files via the Internet.



'Intellectual Property' means all intellectual property rights as defined by Article 2 of the World Intellectual Property Organisation Convention
of 1967, in any inventions, designs, trademarks, trade names, circuit layouts, plant varieties, business and domain names, logos and get-
up, confidential information, matter, materials or works accessible on or via the BlueScope Steel websites.
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While BlueScope Steel has endeavoured to ensure that all information provided on BlueScope Steel Internet websites is accurate and up to
date, BlueScope Steel takes no responsibility for any error or omission relating to this information. To the maximum extent permitted by
law, BlueScope Steel will not be liable for any cost, loss or damage suffered by you through your use of BlueScope Steel's Internet
websites or BlueScope Steel's failure to provide access to these Internet websites or information updates.

Your use of the website is governed by the BlueScope Steel website Terms and Conditions of Use.

ONLINE PRIVACY POLICY

This online Privacy Policy is provided to make you aware of how BlueScope Steel collects, uses and manages information of visitors to its
Internet websites. BlueScope Steel and its related entities ('BlueScope Steel'), the publisher of bluescopesteel.com, view the personal
privacy of users as an important issue, and are committed to maintaining the security of personal information provided to BlueScope Steel
by users in accessing bluescopesteel.com. This policy forms part of the terms of use of the website, and describes how BlueScope Steel
treats personal information that it receives through your use of the website.

Please note: BlueScope Steel makes some other websites available to you from hyperlinks in bluescopesteel.com. These websites are not
subject to BlueScope Steel's Privacy Policy. You should review the privacy policy of each individual website you access via hyperlinks from
this website, and assess whether the policy of each website is satisfactory to you before you use the other websites.

WHAT INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT AND HOW IS IT USED?

BlueScope Steel collects the following information regarding visitors to our website: domain name, name, information regarding what pages
are accessed, information volunteered by you, such as survey information, Email address, or website registrations, and your preferred
means of communication. BlueScope Steel collects and logs this information for statistical purposes.

BlueScope Steel also uses this information in order to provide you with a personalised experience when you visit bluescopesteel.com.
Through the use of a cookie (see under 'Cookies'), BlueScope Steel can record the pages you visit and the information you require.
Through analysis of these records, BlueScope Steel provides you with an improved service when you revisit bluescopesteel.com.

Other than stated in the preceding, no attempt is made to identify users or their browsing activities except, in the event of an investigation,
where a law enforcement agency may exercise a warrant to inspect logs, or where BlueScope Steel believes it is required to collect and
produce relevant electronic documentation to fulfil its obligations to third parties, including statutory organisations under local law.

BlueScope Steel endeavours to use and disclose your personal information only in limited circumstances. BlueScope Steel will do so if it is
necessary to protect any copyright or intellectual property in the material in the website, or if it is necessary to enforce the BlueScope Steel
website Terms and Conditions of Use.

We may use third-party advertisers to deliver ads to your web browser whilst you are viewing bluescopesteel.com. These third parties may
be supplied with, or may have access to, your personally identifiable information, but only for the purpose of providing these services to
you. Except as specifically stated in this Privacy Policy, we will not share your personally identifiable information with a company that is not
associated with BlueScope Steel.

COOKIES

A cookie is a small data file that a website may write to your hard drive when you visit them. A cookie file can contain information, such as
a userID, that the website uses to track the pages you have visited. The only personal information a cookie can contain is information you
personally supply. A cookie cannot read data off your hard disk or read cookie files created by other websites.

Some bluescopesteel.com websites use cookies to track user traffic patterns and to better serve you when you revisit the website. You can
set your browser to notify you when you receive a cookie, providing you with the opportunity to either accept or reject it. You can also
refuse all cookies by turning them off in your browser. However, full functionality for registered members of the bluescopesteel.com
websites requires the use of cookies.

SECURITY

BlueScope Steel takes all reasonable security measures to protect personal information from loss, unauthorised access, destruction,
misuse, modification or disclosure. As far as permissible under law, BlueScope Steel accepts no responsibility for the unauthorised access
of personal information held by BlueScope Steel.

ACCESS TO BLUESCOPE STEEL'S E-BUSINESS

PRIVACY POLICY
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Access to BlueScope Steel's e-Business websites provides BlueScope Steel's customers with the ability to conduct e-commerce
transactions. Users of BlueScope Steel's e-Business websites must register with their membership database by providing:

1. Email address.

2. Name, company name, office name.

3. Business address, business phone.

4. Valid BlueScope Steel internal contact name.

BlueScope Steel will collect details in the membership database that are relevant to the use of the e-Business websites. While BlueScope
Steel will use the registration details for demographic analysis and to personalise your web experience, BlueScope Steel will not make
membership details available to external parties.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

BlueScope Steel offers a free subscription service so that you may receive information about BlueScope Steel by Email. While BlueScope
Steel endeavours to provide you with this information on a timely basis, BlueScope Steel cannot guarantee that delivery by Email will not
be delayed.

UPDATING THIS PRIVACY POLICY

The content of this Privacy Policy may be updated from time to time, so we suggest that you return to the website on a regular basis and
carefully read the information provided.
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